THE Tea Party IS ON THE MOVE
WITH YOUR HELP
IN THE MONTH OF MARCH

We hosted CONSERVATIVE HEAVYWEIGHTS ON NATIONAL TELE-TOWN HALLS AND OUR WEEKLY LOCAL ORGANIZER WEBINAR

We rallied for healthcare freedom in front of the SUPREME COURT

AND ORGANIZED WITH NEARLY 500 young conservatives at YOUNG AMERICANS FOR LIBERTY conventions in four different states

AND DID A STATE TOUR OF UTAH TO RALLY GRASSROOTS ACTIVISTS!

We launched a BRAND NEW WEBSITE AT WWW.TEAPARTYPATRIOTS.ORG

spread our message of LIMITED GOVERNMENT to millions

9,760,000 emails sent

183,468 letters mailed

18,055,000 impressions on Facebook (Facebook.com/TeaParty)

10,900,000 hits on Twitter @teaparty

44 mentions in 18 different media outlets

and another nationally published op-ed!

SASHE MCHENRY BILLS TARGET AMNEITY PAYOFFS at the border.

THANK YOU FOR MAKING MARCH ANOTHER AMAZING MONTH!

By James B. Taxman

To improve the border, we need to harden America’s border and reform immigration laws. The current system is a disaster and is only working because of a drug war that has no end in sight. It’s time to put aside the politics and focus on what’s best for our country and its future.